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FLAG CARDS                                                                                                                                                           ERIC LIENHARD

The final event of the Annual Meeting weekend in Oxford comprised a marvellous array of material from the
collections of the members present. Eric Lienhard's display was predictably eclectic, unusual and a little quirky.
Some of the most colourful items were the so-called 'Flag Cards' which were published mostly by the firm of
Guggenheim. They were embossed and are of two main types:  'Cantonal' -  showing the flag of each canton with
appropriate views as an insert and 'National' - showing the Swiss flag (Helvetia and Schweiz-Suisse) and places or
scenes in various parts of Switzerland as an insert. Their main period of use was about 1908 to 1914, also some
later dates. The photographers of the pictures are not recorded. 

Eric showed 45 cards of which four are illustrated above. He writes: “At present I have 108 cards plus a dozen
scans of cards that were too pricey for me. I have no idea how many were published in total. I only have one or
two different cards of each canton, with the exception of Cantons Bern, Geneve and Vaud of which I have several
of each.”

Other miscellaneous items in Eric's display included – 'Mixed Frankings'; 'Unfortunate Cancellations', “Don't Tell
the Enemy” slogan cancellation types and a variety of 'Freebies' presented to Swiss Post's customers to encourage
greater use of the postal service and to promote webstamps and postal stationery. Some of this material will
feature in future editions of the Newsletter.

A HELVETIA P. S. MEETING AT AUTUMN STAMPEX 2015                                                                                  DAVID HOPE

The Society has booked Meeting Room A of the Business Design Centre from 2pm to 4pm on Saturday 19th
September in Islington. If you are visiting STAMPEX on that day please join us. Short displays on various aspects of
Swiss philately will be given. Why not bring something along yourself ? We look forward to seeing you there.
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THE POSTAL ARRANGEMENTS OF OCCUPIED SWITZERLAND 1798-1815                                                       ALAN GREEN

Background - Pre-invasion. 
The Swiss Confederation in 1501 consisted of 13 cantons. Their dependencies were each responsible for their own
unit of currency, mail distribution and postal rates. In 1569, a merchant from St. Gallen became the first private
mail carrier to employ runners to convey business letters into Germany and France. He later established relay
stations for mounted couriers operating between Nürnberg and Lyon. 

Beat Fischer von Reichenbach signed a contract with the Council of Bern on the 21 st July 1675 which gave him the
monopoly of the Republic of Bern posts for 25 years, whilst the Schaffhausen mails were handled by agents with
ties to the Thurn and Taxis posts. In consequence there were wide variations of rates applied depending on the
routes and even on the courier involved. 

Louis XIV started an official postal system within France in 1669. A French Post Office was opened in Genève to
handle mail between the city and France only, paying the city of  Genève an annual fee of 50 pistols  for the
privilege of having a post office within its walls. In about 1695 all French post offices began using hand stamps to
show their location; Genève’s bore the inscription “DE-GENEVE” in a box. 

France invaded the lands of the Bishop of Basel in April 1721 and then annexed an area around Mulhouse. On 10 th

August  1792  the  Swiss  Guard  protecting  Louis  XVI  was  massacred.  In  1796-97  the  occupation  of  Italy  by
Napoleon’s  forces  led  to  the  annexation  of  the  provinces  governed  by  Graubünden.  None  of  these  events
provoked a response from the Diet (the Cantonal Council). 

Invasion. 
A  newly  formed  Lémanic  Republic  was  proclaimed  in  January  1798  when  the  region  broke  away  from  the
domination of Canton Bern. The French Directory responded to an invitation to support it by sending troops under
General  Menard into Genève on 28th January 1798. Bern, the main military target,  was occupied on the 5th
March,  the same day as men from Adelboden drove back a  French contingent in the “Battle  of  Neuenegg”.
Another  Division  of  the  French  Army  under  General  Schauenbourg  entered  northern  Switzerland  and  by
September 1798 the country was fully occupied. 

Genève was annexed and made part of the Department of Léman, French postal Department 99, on the 15 th April
1798,  Several  other  areas  were  also  taken  into  the  French  Republic:  Porrentruy,  Delémont  and  Bienne  to
Department du Mont-Terrible (87),  Vesoix to Department du Ain (47) and Carouge to Mont-Blanc (84).  Later,
Bienne was transferred to Department du Haut-Rhin (86) for administrative reasons. Neuchâtel, although a border
territory, was not annexed due to it being a Principality ruled by the Kings of Prussia. 

The Helvetic Republic. 
A meeting of the ten Cantonal representatives proclaimed the “Republique Helvétique Une et Indivisible” on 2 nd

April 1798. French policy directed the end of the “Old Confederation” replacing it with 22 Cantons which were
later reduced to 19 following an uprising in central Switzerland (Fig. 1- P.59). The Helvetic Constitution unified the
State and the currency and declared “the mails to be a natural and necessary property of the State”. The first
Republican decree concerning postal matters banned the use of the cantonal uniforms, replacing them with a new
costume in the new State colours of red, green and yellow. Other changes involved the abolition of the forms of
address of “Herr” and “Monsieur” replacing them with “Burger or Cotoyen” and the calendar was replaced by
that of the French Revolution (12 months of 30 days + 5 or 6 days at the yearend) - Year 1 in Switzerland being five
years behind that in France. In practice neither of these were widely adopted but they do lead to confusion! 

Lucerne was selected in September 1798 to be the centre of Government with the headquarters of the Central
Post Bureau responsible to the Minister of Finance. The country was divided into five postal districts: Bern, Basel,
Zürich, St. Gallen and Schaffhausen. When the Fischer Post requested compensation of two million francs for their
loss the state found that it could not meet the sum demanded and so allowed the firm to continue to operate. 

Three families of mail agents having close association with the Thurn and Taxis mails were permitted to administer
the Posts in Schaffhausen, as did the Tresch family of Amsteg whose couriers traversed the St. Gotthard Pass.
Letters entering the Post in Lucerne were struck with a red oval mark (20x 24 mm) “HELVET.REPUBL:CENTRALPOST
BUREAU” with the letters “E” (eingegangen – received) and “V” (versandt – forwarded).
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Post clerks were instructed to enter the dates when a letter entered and left the Bureau but this instruction was
not always followed. The hand stamp is recorded in use between November 1798 and July 1799 (Fig. 2). A unified
tariff was established for the carriage of letters with rates based on weight per 3½g and by distance expressed in
foot hours. A letter weighing 10g over a distance of 6 foot hours or less cost ½ Batzen, whilst for distances over 6
but under 18 foot hours cost 1 Batzen. Items to be delivered within the area of the posting office had to be
prepaid. 

In June 1799 Bern became the Government centre, and the Administration was completely reorganised. A new
postmark was introduced inscribed “HELVET:REPUBL:CENTRAL POST ADMINIST:” with a post horn at the bottom
of the 25 x 30 mm. oval which is known used from December 1799 to mid-1803 (Fig. 3). 

The Fischer Post, having been given permission to continue administering the Bern Post, requested an extra 64
francs per  day to cover the expenses arising from the use of  11 horses,  4 postilions  and wagons.  They also
complained about the additional costs involved in conveying urgent mails.  Eventually it was decided to use 6
French army dragoons to provide a service exclusively for the use of  urgent Government mail.  An ordinance
establishing the “Extraordinary Couriers”  was promulgated on 23rd February 1799.  These Extra Couriers were
managed from the Central Post Office in Lucerne and then Bern, but their salaries were paid by the Minister of
War. Only Government representatives in the cantons had the authority to use extra couriers. Letters carried by
this service bear the words “EXTRA COURIER” either struck by hand stamp or in manuscript (Fig. 4). Messengers
were stationed along the routes which linked Lucerne to Zürich, St. Gallen and Schaffhausen: Lucerne to Basel;
Lucerne to Bern, Fribourg and Lausanne; Zofingue to Aarau; and Romont to Sion (Fig. 5). Use of this service was
carefully controlled. Every item had to be accompanied by an authorisation and a route card which had to be
signed by the agent,  along with an indication of  the time received in the station. This  paperwork had to be
returned to the Central Post Office once the journey was completed. 

A post office inspector decided that the efficiency of the administration in Mont Terrible Department (87) was
unsatisfactory, and proposed the former Swiss area be transferred to Haut-Rhin Department (66). The transfer
took place in February 1800. 

By mid-1802 financial instability left the nation 12 million francs in debt, having started with a credit balance of 6
million francs. The Helvetic Republic was crumbling and its government sought refuge in Lausanne.  
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General Napoleon Bonaparte withdrew his armies from Switzerland in August 1802. Clashes arose between those
clinging to the old cantonal ideals and those convinced of the benefits of the republican concepts. Swiftly the
chaos spread and riots were frequent, fuelled by extensive unemployment. The French had to quell the uprisings
and did so brutally in November 1802, First Consul Bonaparte summoned Cantonal delegates to a convention in
Paris. On 19th February 1803 the Helvetic Constitution was replaced by an Act of Mediation which restored the
Confederation of 19 Cantons and granted them most of their pre-Republic rights, including their right to operate
their  own postal  services.  An immediate  outcome was the return to  arbitrary  letter  rates which could differ
between the same towns depending on the direction of travel. 

The cantons formed a Swiss Assembly which
met  annually  in  a  different  city  each  year.
Napoleon  named  the  Field  Marshall  of
Fribourg,  Louis  d’Affray,  as  “Landamman”
(Governor of Switzerland) to liaise between
him and  the Swiss  Assembly and thereafter
the chief magistrate of the host city became

the post holder for that year (Fig. 6). The Landamman was also the final authority in matters of foreign policy and
military affairs.

Treaties between France and Switzerland required the different cantons to show the source of the mail so that the
correct  postage charge due to each national  authority could  be calculated.  Letters  were to  be exchanged at
specified offices:- French Postal Office Huningue received mail from or forwarded through Basel (Fig. 7); Bienne
from Porrentruy; Pontarlier accepted letters from Neuchâtel and northern Switzerland and from Orbe where posts
originating in southern Switzerland were gathered.  These French exchange offices began using two-line hand
stamps in 1807. Genève only dealt with local mail. 

Neuchâtel, a Prussian duchy inherited by Friedrich Wilhelm III from the Duchess of Nemours, Marie d’Orleans, had
contracted out its postal matters to the Fischer Post of Bern organisation. In 1805 under the Treaty of Schönbrunn,
the King of Prussia relinquished both Neuchâtel and the Duchy of Cleves to France in exchange for the throne of
Hannover. On 22nd March 1806, French troops led by General Oudinot entered Neuchâtel and Napoleon took over.
The Fischer Post contract was terminated in 1807 so that the “Regie des  Postes et  Messageries de Neuchâtel”
could take over. The French left the canton in 1813 and Neuchâtel joined the Swiss Confederation in 1815. 

Government Department Free Post.
The  occupying  administration  introduced  extensive
bureaucratic organisations each claiming free postage.
Permission  was  granted  to  these  organisations  to
produce  their  own  frank  stamps  provided  that  the
device  bore  a  clear  indication  of  the  originating
Department  (Fig.  8).  Having  no  other  restriction
placed upon them the Departments gave free rein to
the artistic members within their ranks. Whilst some

designs were simple,  many frank stamps,  embossed paper seals  and printed letter heads incorporated some
revolutionary emblems - see the example in Fig. 9 on the next page. 
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During  the  Helvetic  Republic  period  most  of  the  mail  originated  from  the  administration.  Domestic
correspondence is not often found. Most Swiss citizens resented the occupation and so few were willing to use
the imposed postal system.

Genève Military Control. 
Austrian troops under General Bubna drove the French from Genève on 30th December 1813 and established a
provisional government under General Zechmeister. The military controlled all postal communications. Letters to
France had to be submitted unsealed to General Bubna before being forwarded to the French postal authorities
whose  Genève post  office  was  re-opened  in  August  1814.  On  15 th May  1815,  Genève joined  the  Swiss
Confederation as the 25th canton. The local council started a post but accepted a bid from the Fischer Post of
Bern to provide the postal service in late 1815 for 15 years for an annual fee of about 42,000 Gold Francs. 

The Treaty of Vienna 1815. 
Napoleon’s  power  waned  following  the  invasion  of  Russia  in  1812  in  which  thousands  of  Swiss  soldiers
participated. The Landamman for 1813, Hans Reinhard, called an assembly in Zürich which endorsed a neutrality
policy. An allied force crossed northern Switzerland and entered France in early 1814. The Act of Mediation was
then  formally  dissolved.  Little  time  was  given  to  Swiss  affairs  at  the  Congress  of  Vienna  but  the  national
boundaries were determined and the neutral stance of the Confederation was accepted. 

References and Acknowledgements. 
Articles in the Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter (U.K.) and the American Helvetia Philatelic Society's magazine
“Tell”. Werner Gattiker, Rupert Günther and Richard Donithorn have given encouragement and advice which is
gratefully recognised. Historical information – 'Encyclopaedia Britannica'. 

CONTACTING YOUR SOCIETY'S OFFICERS                                                                                                                       EDITOR

Are you taking full advantage of the Society's services?  Here are the latest contact details :

The Chairman, David Hope - Tel. 0161 303 0091   Email: hope.david@yahoo.co.uk

Secretary, Neville Nelder - Email:  seitani@waitrose.com See also the contact details in the heading on the first
page of every newsletter.

Treasurer, Norton Wragg - Tel. 01625 613654    Email: norton.wragg@sky.  com  

Librarian, Bob Medland – Tel. 01761 452959 or 07702 537000   Email: hirundo@dsl.pi  p  ex  .com
Packet Secretary, Alison Kilpatrick – Tel. 07896 585670 (please ring only after 8 pm).Postal address: 1, Brookland
Road, Huish Episcopi, Langport, Somerset, TA10 9SZ. Email: akilpatrick8@gmail.com 
Webmaster, Fred Hoadley – Tel. 01403 711987   Mobile 07990 632997 Email: fred.hoadley@btinternet.com
Newsletter Postal Distributor, Rosalind Ragg – Tel.01789 470145   Email: rosalind.ragg@btinternet.com
Newsletter Editor,  Richard Donithorn – Email:  katedonithorn@hotmail.com See also the contact details in the
masthead on the front page of every newsletter. Also distributes the electronic version of the Newsletter.

'RAZOR-BLADES' – for those many enthusiastic collectors of the so-called 'razor-blade' cancels, there is a 9 page
article (mainly pictures) on those of Luzern in the latest edition of the SVPS's journal 'der postempelsammler' 

mailto:rosalind.ragg@btinternet.com
mailto:fred.hoadley@btinternet.com
mailto:akilpatrick8@gmail.com
mailto:hirundo@dsl.pipex.com
mailto:hirundo@dsl.pipex.com
mailto:norton.wragg@ntlworld
mailto:seitani@waitrose.com
mailto:hope.david@yahoo.co.uk
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EUROPHILEX STAMP EXHIBITION LONDON 2015                                                                               RICHARD DONITHORN

Bob  Medland  and  I  were  among  the  visitors  to  this
marvellous event – well organised, well attended (at least on
the Thursday I was there), with a real buzz about the place -
a little overwhelming in its scale for someone travelling up
from the "provinces". Conveniently it  coincided with Royal
Mail's  celebration  of  the  175th Anniversary  of  the  Penny
Black  and  the  150th Anniversary  of  Stanley  Gibbons'
Catalogue.

Exciting items on display seemed to be around every corner.
They  included  Jean  de  Sperati's  small  and  rather  forlorn
looking printing press and spectacles (courtesy of the Royal
Philatelic  Society's  Museum) and Bob Medland's  highlight:

"the David Feldman’s stand with the re-discovered original Mauritius copper printing plate on show. I found it
quite extraordinary to be able to view this item of incredible value at such close quarters, as well as two of the
most famous covers in philatelic history". 

Souvenirs included reprints of stamps taken from the original Perkins Bacon dies printed on Jean de Sperati's
printing press and Peter Rapp's very attractive, limited edition special Europhilex cover affixed with a Penny Black
commemoratve of Liechtenstein. To my surprise, Swiss Post were in attendance, sharing a stand with Deutsche
Post AG and  Österreich Post. Pride of Place was their own special Europhilex Souvenir Cover affixed with their
2014 Miniature Sheet (see illustration) - perhaps reflecting our maritime heritage (?).

All the top-quality European dealers seemed to be present, among them several big names in Swiss philately who
offered much of interest to Swiss collectors. They included Corinphila Auktionen (Switzerland), David Feldman
Auctions, Harmers Auctions (Switzerland), Honegger Philatelie AG, Peter Rapp AG and Rolf Weggler (Switzerland).

I managed to attend one of the many presentations organised by the various societies present -  an enlightening
FEPA Seminar  on  'How to  Improve  A  Thematic  Exhibit'.  One  item shown particularly  intrigued  me -  a  PTT-
produced, official freepost cover for sending cheques with a number of small adverts printed on the back (of the
1900-1920 period ?) – a "gold mine" for thematic collectors.

Sadly, the free glossy booklet provided by the International Association of Philatelic Journalists revealed that there
were no Swiss-based entries among the 120 Philatelic Literature exhibits on display. Nevertheless, there was a
wealth of competitive and display exhibits – over 1,400 frames in total including Revenue, Postal Stationery, Open
and Youth Classes – all of exceptional quality and, in many cases, great rarity – a wonderful opportunity to see
some of the best material currently in the hands of European collectors.  Among the exhibits (each 8-frames,
written up in English!) that caught our eyes as Swiss collectors were the two that most impressed Bob:         

• Jean Voruz's “Geneva Postal Services 1840-62”. This covered pre-philately through to the Strubels with
many rare post-payment (postage due) marks. Described by Mr. Voruz as containing “many rarities and
some unique pieces of which a selection of 30 major pieces are pointed out for the benefit of the
jurors. Much of the material came from major collections such as those of Hammerli, Burrus, Grand
and Kirchner."

• and Adriano Bergamini's "Postal Relations between the Ticino and Foreign Countries before the UPU".
This remarkable display included letters from as far back as 1474 (by private courier from Lugano to
Ticino's then master, the Duke of Milan) and a superb array of Ticino oval marks. Other covers included
1852 postage due 10 rappen Bellinzano to Como; 1866 letter from Locarno to San Francisco with
inadequate  address  marked  'ADVERTISED'  –  apparently  undelivered  mail  was  advertised  in  local
newspapers at that time; and 1862 second earliest known Swiss telegram franked with a Strubel (only
one of two telegrams known with this issue). And also:

• Tom Voorbraak's "British Mails Overseas 1840 to UPU" – four of his six covers to or from Switzerland
were subject to postage due, the most interesting being a letter to Evian les Bains in Savoie that had
been  sent  to  Geneva  (then  in  Switzerland),  marked  'not  known'  and  then  forwarded  to  France,
eventually reaching its destination via Chambery, Lyon and Calais.
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• Reinhard  Kampo's  "Liechtenstein  Postage  Due  up  to  1931"  –  covers  with  a  variety  of  Austrian,
Liechtenstein and, from the 1st February 1921, Swiss postage due stamps.

• Giovanni Balimann's "Swiss Cancelling Machines" – included 24 sheets of test covers for the various
American, Norwegian and German machines used or rejected between 1911 and 1926.

• And last but, certainly, not least Joseph Hackmey's "Classic Switzerland" – to give a flavour of this
magnificent exhibit, amongst the items on the first two frames alone were: Zürich 4 - essays including
one with the figure in an ellipse; 2 unused examples;  the 5 types used with beautiful  red rosette
cancels. Zürich 6 – 1845 unusual strip of 5. Geneva Small Eagles – unused strip of 5 with top of the
sheet  attached;  unused  block  of  8.  1847  Geneva  postal  stationery  –  from  second  year  of  their
introduction. Basel Dove – 1845 plate proof pair with a "greenish bloom".

All in all, a very memorable and rewarding day out. Bob and I were agreed that our only regret was that we did
not have more time to do all the displays justice.

The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for allowing illustrations of its products to be published in the Newsletter.

A RARE FIND                                                                                                                                              PETER HOBBS/EDITOR

Peter Hobbs has drawn my attention to an intriguing article in Cavendish House Auction's "newsletter" back in
2005. It emphasised the importance of keeping your eyes open when browsing through original C19th collections
– you never know what you might find! Often the stamps are badly damaged and the album more interesting than
its contents. But occasionally ...... eureka! 

One such occasion was when they looked inside a battered album containing a pre-1885 collection consisting
exclusively of early issues. On the page devoted to Switzerland "the bright milky-blue of an imperforate 'Strubel'
glowed out – but instead of the 10 rappen value tablet of the issued stamp, it was clearly denominated 5 rappen,
despite  the  heavy  grille  cancellation".  They  began  their  research  and  noted  that  "the  Zumstein  Specialised
catalogue referred to a substituted cliché known for one of the 10 rappen plates i.e. a repair to a stamp printing
plate where a faulty individual stamp impression is removed and relaced with a 'spare' – except that the spare was
of the wrong value". The Cavendish staff knew that this was a rare occurrence in a stamp printing works, but there
were known examples among the classic issues. The Zumstein catalogue did not provide a valuation for this Swiss
example.

Cavendish sought further information and eventually found a Geneva-based expert who they sent the stamp to
for expertisation. He replied, saying that "it was not an example of the 'error' referred to in Zumstein, being from a
different printing entirely". They pursued their research and concluded that "the joint opinion of several Swiss
experts, including a notable collector of the issue, was that it could be nothing other than a colour-trial for the 5r
stamp in the blue of the 10r, that had been used fraudulently to pay postage on a letter. Rare, in the proper sense
of the word." Cavendish still did not know the value of the stamp. They estimated it at a "few hundred pounds
(relatively little, as there are few collectors specialising in this field)" and put it in their September sale that year. 

And there the trail  ends! Does anyone know more about this apparent rarity? Has it been recognised in any
catalogue or book since? Have more examples been found? How much did it make at the auction? Are there any
other examples of "substituted clichés" among the Strubels or other Swiss classics? Please let me know and I will
include the information in a future newsletter (Editor)

NEWS FROM THE LIBRARIAN: 'POST & GESCHICHTE MAGAZIN'                                                                  BOB MEDLAND
The Society is very fortunate to have been given a complete set (2011 to date) of ‘Post & Geschichte Magazin’ –
the title translates as 'Postal History Magazine'. It is produced by Post und Geschichte Gmbh, a company owned
by Christian Geissmann, a postal history collector, exhibitor and dealer. Edited by Herr Geissmann and published
twice-yearly (in German), it really is a superb little publication: little in size but big in content, being in A5 format
but packed with full-colour articles on the many aspects of Swiss postal history. Some of the subjects covered over
the last four years include: postal horse-riders and carriages, temporary cancellers, mail during WW2, pneumatic
mail systems, express mail handled by telegraph offices, Russian internees in WW2. The combination of high-
quality production and a low print-run means that this is an expensive publication so we are all the more grateful
to Robert Wightman for his kind and generous donation of these journals to the society. I strongly recommend it
and hope that the membership will  be interested in borrowing issues. At present I  am awaiting advice as to
whether the editor of P&GM will afford me permission to scan and provide articles to HPS members on a one-off
basis.
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 STAHL AND DUES DO NOT MIX                                                                                                                        DAVID COLMAN
 
The January  2012 HPS Newsletter  featured
the  bisected 20c  Standing Helvetia  (STAHL)
on cover with an olive-green 18IIDN postage
due  stamp  (left).  The  question  raised  was:
Might  the  sender  have  genuinely  believed
the  bisect  was  correct  usage  for  a  10c
mailing  (which  it  was  not)  or  was  this  a
philatelic  dodge  to  have  a  postage  due
stamp attached? No one responded with an
answer, but I am now sure it was the second
of these, because this is the only cover I have
seen  with  a  STAHL  stamp  and  a  Swiss
postage due stamp. 

On reflection it is pretty obvious that covers
with both types of stamp are going to be very rare. During the period from 1882 when the Standing Helvetia
series was first issued to its last printing in 1907 the Cross and Numeral series was also printed to handle all
postage from 2c to 15c.  And, both of  these series had a terminal  use date  31.XII.1924, stressing their  inter-
relatedness. Up to 1921 the lowest denomination STAHL, 20 cents, covered the non-local (Fernverkehr) rate, so
nothing put into a post box could be underfranked with a Standing Helvetia. All post requiring more than a 20c
STAHL would have to have gone through a post office and obviously would have the correct postage. Foreign post
which was underfranked would only attract foreign due stamps. Therefore it is only possible to conclude that
internal letter or card mail will not be found with both STAHL stamps and Swiss postage dues. 

However, in cases of very high postage costs
combinations  of  high  value  postage  dues
and STAHL stamps were used. An example is
the  coupon (right) posted on 24.X.1890 in
Zürich  accompanying  five  sacks  of  silver
sent to the Kantonbank in Bern. Each sack
contained Fr 5,000 worth of silver. The 500c
postage due stamp was the highest  value
stamp available at the time and the seven
500c 22Da (normal) stamps on the coupon
were  used  to  pay  the  large  part  of  the
postage and tax costs, along with two 1Fr
71Aa  Standing  Helvetias  and  a  20c  67Ag
Standing  Helvetia.  The  standard  postage
per sack was 85c, the value tax per sack was
Fr 6.60 bringing the total cost to Fr 37.25. The dues and the Standing Helvetias made up precisely this amount. 

I recently failed to bid sufficient on eBay to acquire  a Post Office receipt for a large mailing of Bulletins which was
acknowledged with Fr 14.92 worth of postage dues. It is clear from that item and the coupon  that the higher
valued postage dues could not have been designed to collect underfranked postage, but were "labels" for wider
Post Office usage. It also raises a question of why Fr 5 and Fr 10 postage stamps were not produced earlier?
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THE ARTISTIC TALENTS OF TICINO - THE VELA FAMILY                                                                      RICHARD DONITHORN
                                                                            

The Vela family were active mainly in northern Italy in the second half of
the C19th. Vincenzo (1820–1891), the most famous of the family, was an
artist  and sculptor.  Born in  the  village of  Ligornetto  in  Ticino,  he  was
advised by his  family  to become a stonemason.  He joined his  brother
Lorenzo (1812-1897), an architectural sculptor, in Milan in 1834. There he
learned as an apprentice and attended the Academy of Brera. He worked
in  the  marble  sculptor  corporation  of  the  Duomo  di  Milano  (see
illustration). His first commissions came in the 1840s. Later he worked in 

                  Fig. 1          Rome and Turin where he held the Chair in Sculpture at the Albertina
Academy in 1852. His repertoire of funerary monuments, portraits and public works drawing inspiration from the
struggle for national independence proved a great success. His work dedicated to the last days of Napoleon's life
won a prize at the Paris Universal Exhibition in 1867. His son Spartaco (1854-1895) was an impressionist painter.
The Vela museum in Ligornetto today displays much of the family members' works. It occupies Vincenzo's former
house and studio which he returned to in the latter stage of his life. It was designed by Cipriano Ajmetti and
restructured by the Ticino architect Mario Botta in 2001. 

                         Fig. 2                                                                     Fig. 3                                                                        Fig. 4

Illustrations:   Fig. 1 – A Swiss Post International's tourist stamp booklet features Milan Cathedral on the cover. 
Fig. 2 - Z827 shows a sketch of a statue of Christopher Columbus by Vincenzo Vela. Fig. 3 - Z1023 commemorates
the re-opening of the Vela Museum in Ligornetto after alterations - the Columbus sketch and statue are on display
there. Fig. 4 - The inter-spaces on the sheetlet Z668/669 (MS OS75) for the Centenary of the St. Gotthard Railway
shows a detail from the workers' memorial outside Airola Station which was designed by Vincenzo Vela. 

  The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for allowing illustrations of its products to be published in the Newsletter.

ADDENDA                                                                                                                                                                             EDITOR

                                      Fig. 1                                                      Fig. 2                                                                       Fig. 3

Ref. 'Déjà Vu/Revisited' (HPSN August 2012 P. 67, February 2013 P. 9 and July 2014 P. 53) - I think I should admit,
very belatedly, that I have found yet another representation of Switzerland's great hero Wilhelm Tell on a stamp.
Thumbing through my 1975 copy of the Zumstein Spezialkatalog, which I picked up at the Society Library rejects
sale  at  the  Annual  Meeting,  I  found his  name in  the  detailed  description  of  the  Pro  Juventute  stamp PJ20
alongside  Kaiser Rudolf von Habsburg (Fig. 1). I also noted St Fridolin, St Gallus's companion from Ireland and
patron saint of Canton Glarus, on PJ47 (Fig. 2) who turns up again on Pro Patria 56 (Fig. 3).

Ref. Report on the Society's Annual Meeting (HPSN June 2015 P. 50) - Jonathan Cartwright has pointed out that he
has only been collecting Rayons for 9 years – not 30 as I suggested. Perhaps there's hope for us all to develop a
collection of such quality, provided we are prepared to concentrate and stick to the task!
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Ref. 'News from Swiss Post'  (HPSN June 2015 P.  52) -  Did anyone recognise the
gentleman  portrayed  on  the  Anniversary  of  Avenches  imprinted  stamp?  I  was
curious, so I asked Swiss Post. They replied: "...... he is a Maure (English translation:
Moor – Ed.), who you also find on the flag of the town of Avenches. The origin of
the figure on the flag is not clear though. It is most likely that it is a Maure, as in the
9th Century there was an incursion of the Maures – the last big incursion, which was
therefore memorable. The Maure probably appeared on the flag before the 13th

Century, but in 1564 in its actual form.”
                                                                                                                                      

The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for allowing illustrations of its products to be published in the Newsletter.

SWISS PHILATELIC SOCIETIES – USEFUL WEBSITE CONTACTS
Swiss  Postal  Stationery  Collectors’  Society:  website  www.ganzsachen.ch (in  German or  French).  It  has  Study
Groups for Perfins, Receipt Forms, Private Postal Stationery and Fiscal stamps.
Swiss Postal History Society: website www.postgeschichte.ch (in German only).
Swiss Thematic Collectors’ Society: website  www.thema-briefmarken.ch (in German or French).
Swiss Postmark Collectors' Society: website www.svps-ascep.ch (in German only). 
Swiss Revenue Study Group (Fiskalmarken Studie Group) is part of the Swiss Postmark Collectors' Society (SVPS).
Federation of Swiss Philatelic Societies: website www.vsphv.ch (in German or French).
Swiss  Society  for  Aerophilatelists (Schweizerische  Aerophilatelisten  Verein  –  SAV)  –  founded  in  1925,  it  will
celebrate the 50th Aerophilately Day at the Swiss Transport Museum in Lucerne throughout the period 7th-18 th

October next year. Full details on their website www.sav-aerophilatelie.ch

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2015 /70  th   ANNIVERSARY EVENT 2016                                                               EDITOR

The Minutes of the Society's Annual General Meeting held at Oxford in April, the Revised Society Rules and a flyer
on the Society's proposed 70th Anniversary Event have been sent to you with this edition of the Newsletter.  If
anyone would like a copy of the Society's accounts please contact the Treasurer, Norton Wragg. 

FORTHCOMING REGIONAL MEETINGS

The Southern Group –  Saturday 3  rd   October commencing at 10.30.a.m. at "The Three Crowns" public house at
Whaddon which is just off  the A36, 4 miles south east of Salisbury. The main speaker will  be our own Marc
Burgess who will entertain us with some of the treasures from his Swiss Collection, linked to his family history.
The following dates are pencilled in for 2016:  February 27 th and October 8th,  and suggestions for topics and
speakers would be most welcome. A June meeting in Salisbury would only be organized if the proposed HPS
meeting in Switzerland (see elsewhere in this Newsletter) cannot be arranged. Further information, including
details of the location of the venue in Whaddon, is on the Society's Website or direct from Werner Gattiker -
business e-mail address werner  @swisstamps.co.uk, Tel. Office: 01273 845501 and Home: 01273 842135.
The Northern Group will  resume activities after the summer break – details  of  the 2015/16 Programme will
appear in a future Newsletter. All meetings take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing
at 2.00.p.m. Further details from David Hope Tel. 0161 3030091.

             Werner  Gattiker 
For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
• Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

• "Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
           cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•   Liechtenstein also available.
       Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 -  werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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